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Reform Update: Direct enrollment could become 'Plan B'
for HealthCare.gov
To ease insurance sign-ups that have been slowed by federal website
problems, CMS officials have announced that individuals and families
now can enroll for exchange health plans directly through insurers and
still qualify for a federal premium subsidy. Previously, HHS directed
everyone seeking exchange plan coverage and a federal premium
subsidy—available to individuals and families...
Read more

Republicans begin looking for their own health care
reforms
Republicans are increasingly focused on developing their own reforms to
the U.S. healthcare system as a replacement for the Affordable Care
Act even as the administration has indicated that HealthCare.gov, the
federal website to purchase health insurance, is back on track after two
months of major glitches.
Read more

Obamacare Website Update Gets Mixed Reviews
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — Counselors helping people use the
federal government's online health exchange are giving mixed reviews to
the updated site, with some zipping through the application process while
others are facing the same old sputters and even crashes.
Read more

hCentive Blog
Canceled Health Policies – 7 Questions that
Peek into Obama’s Strategy for Consumers
By now, it is very clear that the health insurance
marketplaces have had some glitches. To add to the
confusion, health payers have started issuing
cancellation letters to thousands of Americans whose
insurance policies do not comply with the Affordable
Care Act, and will expire at the end...
Read more

Hospitals May Be
Disappearing In The Era Of
Health Care Reform
What first comes to mind when
you hear the word “hospital”? Your
reaction may depend on your past
experiences. You may feel
gratitude for the birth of a child or
the treatment of acute
appendicitis. You may feel
sorrow, remembering a loved one
who passed away on a hospital
bed....
Read more

What the Latest Quiet
Delay in Obamacare Really
Means for Your Business
Just before Thanksgiving, the
Obama Administration admitted
that the Website that would allow
small businesses to enroll for
insurance online would not be
working for at least another year.
Read more

Upcoming Events
hCentive will be speaking at the AHIP
Exchange conference on December 12.
Please join us as we discuss the progress
made in open enrollment and the health &
implementation of various health insurance
exchanges. We look forward to seeing you!
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